Roman Shades & Woven Woods
Installation Guide
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Are You Installing an Inside Mount or Outside Mount Shade?

START
HERE

IMPORTANT: Do not let the drill, screws or brackets
interfere with the cord mechanism that runs along
the headrail. If it is tampered with in any way, it
could prevent your shade from functioning properly.
WARNING: Shade headrails are fragile, especially
headrail could snap. Have two people stand on

Inside Mount

Outside Mount

STEP 1: Place your shade. [Requires Assistance] Have your assistant place your shade headrail
inside the window casement opening.
not extend forward.
comfortably within the window opening.

Did your drill
hit wood?
Yes

CROSS-SECTION
(CORRECT)

CROSS-SECTION
(INCORRECT)

No

FRONT VIEW

STEP 2: Drill through the pre-drilled holes. [Requires assistance]
Everhem shades designed for inside mounting come with pre-drilled holes on the
underside of the headrail. With your assistant holding your shade in the position
you established during the previous step, use the pre-drilled holes on the
underside of the headrail as a guide and drill upwards through the underside
and into the window casement with the / '' drill bit. Depending on your shade’s
middle hole. If it has four begin with one of the two inner holes on either side.

STEP 3: Secure your shade partially.
[Requires assistance] With the assistant
of the provided mounting screws and your
¼ hex socket screw bit to partially secure the
headrail to the window casement through the
hole you drilled in the previous step.

STEP 2B: Use Anchors. If you hit
drywall and not studs or wooden window
framing, you’ll need to secure one of the
provided wall anchors into the hole you
drilled in the window casement. Place
the shade on a clean surface to do this.
When complete, have your assistant
reposition the shade, lining up the
underside hole with the wall anchor.

STEP 1: Determine your shade’s
width.
written on its packaging and is based on
the custom measurements you provided
when you placed your order. If you ordered a
36'' W x 48'' L shade, your shade’s width is 36'.'

STEP 3: Determine your shade’s
length.
on its packaging and is based on the custom
measurements you provided when you placed
your order. If you ordered a 36'' W x 48'' L
shade, your shade’s length is 48'.'

STEP 2: Check the underside of the
shade’s headrail. Place your shade on a
clean surface and turn it upside down to expose
the headrail’s underside. Note the positioning of
the pulley housing near the side edges as well as
any eyelets near the middle. Starting on one side
of the headrail, measure inward about 8''–10'' and
make sure that general area on the headrail is free
of any of the shade’s mechanisms or hardware for
at least a few inches in both directions. Typically,
8''–10'' in from the edge should be a relatively
clear area. But make sure. Make a note of how
many inches inward you measured. Repeat this
process on the other side of the shade.

STEP 4: Find your bracket
positioning. [May require a step
ladder] Stand approximately 8''–10'' inside
the left outside edge of your window, measure
upward the length of your shade starting from
the lowest point the shade will cover when
closed to its highest point, deducting one inch
from the total to account for the height of the
headrail. For example, if your 36'' W x 48'' L
shade is intended to cover up until the window
sill, measure 47'' up from the sill.

STEP 5: Release the cord lock
system. Removing the twist-seals securing
the cord in place on the underside of the
THREE QUARTER VIEW

CROSS SECTION

CROSS SECTION

the cord in toward the window and behind
the shade and slowly letting it down.

Your shade is fully
installed. Now you
need to install and
use your cord cleat.
!

!

WARNING

Roman Shade and Woven Wood
Shade cords can STRANGLE children.
To prevent strangulation, make sure
the cord is properly stowed at all
times when the shade is open using
the provided cord cleat.

STEP 2: Drill the cleat screw
holes. Use your power drill
and the / ˝ drill bit to pre-drill
the holes for the cleat screws.

STEP 3: Secure the cleat in
place. Use the provided cleat
screws, your power drill and your
¼ hex socket screw bit to secure
the cord cleat.

STEP 9: Now the other
side. [May require a step
ladder] Standing approximately
8"–10" from inside the right
outside edge of your window,
repeat STEPS 4–8 on the right
side of your window with the
second upside down L-bracket.

fragile and need to be lifted with even weight
distribution. Have an assistant lift one side
while you lift the other. Once placed atop the
brackets, Make sure the shade’s cord is not
caught in between the brackets and the headrail
on either side.

FRONT VIEW
(BEHIND SHADE)

All Everhem roman shades and drapery
panels are made from either 100% linen or linen
blends. As linen is a natural fiber, it can pick
up dust, smoke and other odors over time.
Professional dry cleaning is strongly recommended
every six months. Between cleanings, lightly shake
drapery panels to dust them off or use a vacuum with
a hose attachment. Woven woods are very delicate
and not intended for dry cleaning. For light dusting,
you can use a vacuum with a hose attachment.
Everhem hardware can be dusted using
a chamois cloth and a little warm water.

Did your
drill
hit wood?
Yes

STEP 12: Secure your shade.
[May require assistance and a
step ladder]
with the shade’s positioning, use your
power drill, your ¼ hex socket screw bit
and the provided shade mounting screws
to secure the headrail directly to the
bracket.

STEP 11: Center your shade. [May require assistance
amd a step ladder] Horizontally center the shade by carefully
sliding it into position along the brackets.

FRONT VIEW
(BEHIND SHADE)

FRONT VIEW
(CENTERED)

STEP 12A: Secure your additional brackets.
[May require a step ladder] Additional upsidedown L-brackets are provided for wider shades to support
your shade’s weight. One at a time, evenly position each
remaining bracket along the headrail, wedging it snugly
against the wall and the bottom of the headrail without
disturbing the cord or shade mechanisms. For each
remaining bracket, repeat STEPS 6-12.

You’re
done!

FRONT VIEW

desired length to safely stow the cord.
Unravel the cord and pull it in toward the
window, behind the shade to unlock the
cord, and slowly release to close the shade.

Warranty & Returns

Everhem roman shades & woven woods are all custom
made by hand in the United States. The cord mechanisms
that enable our shades to function properly are very
intricate and very delicate. It is important that they are
handled with care. If a cord mechanism arrives
damaged or becomes defective during the course of normal use within the first six (6) months of ownership,
we will replace it free of charge and cover return shipping.
If we deem a cord mechanism to have been tampered
with, handled indelicately or otherwise rendered defective
on account of user recklessness, we reserve the right to
decline a request for repair.

Follow us and share
your Everhem products!

If a shade arrives damaged, stained or otherwise defective,
we will replace it free of charge and cover return shipping.
That said, Everhem must be made aware of the issue via
email within 48 hours of the time of delivery or else we
reserve the right not to exchange it. Upon receiving an
email alerting us to damage or a defect upon delivery,
we may request a photograph of the damage for our
records. If we deem that the damage or defect in
question could not have been caused by manufacturer
error, we reserve the right not to accept an exchange.
We will always try to be fair with our customers.
We only ask that you be fair with us as well.

FRONT VIEW (BEHIND SHADE)

STEP 14: Release the cord lock
system. Remove the twist-seals securing
the cord in place on the underside of the

No

STEP 6B: Use Anchors.If you hit
drywall and not studs or wooden window
framing, you’ll need to secure one of the
provided wall anchors into the hole you
drilled in the window casement. Place
the shade on a clean surface to do this.
When complete, have your assistant
reposition the shade, lining up the
underside hole with the wall anchor.

FRONT VIEW

Do you have more
upside down
L-brackets?
Yes

FRONT VIEW

Cleaning Instructions

FRONT VIEW

FRONT VIEW

FRONT VIEW
(OFF CENTER)

Now your shade is ready for safe usage.
Pull down on the cord and then away
from the shade at any angle to lock the
shade in position. Wrap the cord around

FRONT VIEW

FRONT VIEW

STEP 7: Drill your marked
hole. [May require a step
ladder] Using your power drill
and the / '' drill bit, drill into the
marked hole.

STEP 8: Secure your
bracket to the wall.
[May require a step
ladder] Using your power
drill and ¼ hex socket screw bit,
secure the upside down L-bracket
to the wall using on of the
provided wall mount screws.

BACK VIEW

STEP 10: Place your shade atop
the brackets. [May require a step
ladder/ Wider shades may require
assistance] Carefully lift your shade right
side up and place it on top of the wall mounted
brackets. For wider shades, do not attempt

STEP 1: Mark your cord cleat
position. Everhem shades are operated
using a cord lock system. When the shade
is open, the cord’s length can pose a
potential choking hazard for small children.
We provide cleats for wrapping the cord,
keeping it out of reach, and keeping
children out of danger. Place the cleat
upright either on the window trim or
inside the window casement on the
same side of the shade as the cord
mechanism at your desired height
and mark the cleat screwholes
with a pencil on the wall.

be covered by the shade.

FRONT VIEW

STEP 4: Secure your shade fully.
[Requires assistance] Repeat the
process from STEPS 2–3 for all remaining
holes on the underside of the headrail.

STEP 6: Mark your bracket
screw hole. [May require a
step ladder] Place an upside
down L-bracket against the wall
aligning the top of it with the
horizontal line you marked in
STEP 5 and mark the screw hole
against the wall with a pencil.

STEP 5: Mark your bracket
height. [May require a
step ladder] Mark this
height with a horizontal line
using a pencil and a level.
Do not worry about making

No

Is your Shade
a Woven Wood?

the cord toward the window and behind
the shade and slowly letting the shade
down.

Every Everhem product is made bespoke, by hand to each
customer’s unique specifications. Though we make
every effort, we are not responsible for making certain
the specifications provided by customers are correct. We
are only responsible for meeting the specifications provided correctly. If you mismeasure your own window and
receive a product that doesn’t fit on account of this, we
will work with you and do whatever we can to ensure your
satisfaction. But unfortunately we cannot accept returns
on account of user error. If you received a product that
does not fit your window properly, contact us at orders@
everhem.com.

No Yes

STEP 13: Attach
your side strips to
the headrail. [May
require a stepladder] Attach the
provided side strips to
the sides of your
headrail by placing the
velcro side of the
aesthetic addition
helps cover the
exposed, unwrapped
portion of the
headrail.

@everhem

Still having trouble
with installation?
Email us so we can
help you out.

Thanks for
your order!
Come visit us
again sometime.

everhem

hello@everhem.com

everhem.com
© Everhem, LLC 2019

Drapery & Hardware
Installation Guide

I N S TA L LAT I O N M A N UA L
& USER GUIDE
I M P O RTA N T D I S C LA I M E R
P L E A S E R E A D C A R E F U L LY

RIGHT ANGLE RETURN RODS

CURVED RETURN RODS

The Tools You Need

The Hardware We Provide

window coverings means standing on a stepladder, operating a power drill, and putting
holes in your walls, for starters. It can be
dangerous work if you’re not prepared.
TA P E
MEASURE

LADDER

POWER
DRILL

If your DIY skills are up to the challenge,
we suggest watching our supplementary
installation videos at everhem.com.

You could damage your Everhem
products or, worse, injure yourself and
we really, really wouldn’t want that.

PENCIL

LEVEL

SAFETY
GOGGLES

/ ”DRILL
BIT

Install Your Center Bracket First

(FINIAL RODS
O N LY )

BRACKETS

PHILIPS HEAD
DRILL BIT

MOUNTING
SCREWS

Ball
Finial

than your designated mounting height above the top of your window, and one vertical line that lines up with the vertical
center mark of your window. Make sure the vertical line is drawn long enough to intersect with the horizontal one.

the stack width and mounting height measurements you provided for the customization of your Drapery &

Curved or Right
Angle Return

draw perpendicular lines: one horizontal line that is mounting height distance above the top of the window and one
vertical line that is stack width distance to the left or right of the outside
edge of the window. Make sure they are drawn long enough to intersect.

Did your drill
hit wood?

based on the stack width and mounting height measurements you provided for the
FRONT VIEW

STEP 3: Drill your marked holes.
[Requires a step ladder] Using the
power drill and the / '' drill bit,
drill each of the marked holes.

Did your
drill
hit wood?
Yes

closer to the window than full stack width and ¼'' above mounting height.
Mark the areas where the brackets should go with intersecting lines.

No

STEP 3A: Use Anchors. If you
hit drywall and not studs, you’ll
need to secure one of the provided
wall anchors into the holes you
drilled in the previous step.

THREE QUARTER VIEW

THREE QUARTER VIEW

DOUBLE
ROD
BRACKET

NOTE:
because your rod is between twelve and sixteen
feet in length.

Do you have
four drapery
panels?
No

Yes

NOTE: Because you only have
two drapery panels, you should
not install these additional support
brackets as they will prevent your
panels from traversing to the center
of the rod.

STEP 4: Secure your side brackets
[Requires a step ladder]: Remove the
paper from the wall and mount your end
brackets to the wall using the power drill and
the provided mounting screws. Tightly
secure a screw into each hole.

SINGLE
ROD
BRACKET

STEP 3: Drill your marked holes.
[Requires a step ladder] Using the
/ '' drill bit, drill each of the marked holes.

Curved or Right
Angle Return
instructions

STEP 5: Place rings onto your
rod.
on your rod should match the number
of hooks on your drapery panels. We
typically provide a few extra rings, so
not every ring needs to go on the rod.

DOUBLE
ROD
BRACKET

STEP 5B: Place your rod across the
brackets. [Requires assistance and
a step ladder] Carefully rest the rod with

Did you install a
center bracket?

brackets to keep the drapery panels in place
at the ends.

Do you have a
secondary rod
for sheers?

FRONT VIEW

STEP 4A: Divide rings evenly
between the two sides of the rod. If
you installed a center bracket for your curved
return or right angle return rod, divide the
rings evenly between the two sides of the
rod to account for the two drapery panels.
Once the rod is attached to the wall, the rings
will not be able to traverse across the center
bracket.

Yes

will also need to align the screw holes and secure the pieces
with the provided splice screws.

STEP D1A: Place rings onto your
secondary rod
install on your secondary rod should match
the number of hooks on your sheers panels.
We typically provide a few extra rings,
so not every ring needs to go on the rod.

STEP 5: Secure your rod. [Requires
assistance and a step ladder]: Have
your assistant hold the rod up against the
wall, lining the rod’s screw holes up with
the pre-drilled holes from STEP 3. Using
the power drill and the provided mounting
screws, secure screws into each hole but do
not tighten all the way. Remove the paper
from behind the rod and then tighten all
screws.

No

STEP 4B: Place your rod across the
brackets. [Requires assistance and
a step ladder] Using your center bracket
as a support, rest your curved return
or right angle return rod across it.

FRONT VIEW

No

Time to hang
your drapes!

No

STEP D1: Assemble your secondary rod.
Connect the two or more spliced pieces of your rod by fully
inserting the side(s) with the narrow extensions(s) into

STEP 4: Place rings onto your
rod.
on your rod should match the number
of hooks on your drapery panels. We
typically provide a few extra rings, so
not every ring needs to go on the rod.

SIDE VIEW

Is Your Secondary Drapery Rod
Spliced In Two or More Pieces?
Yes

FRONT VIEW

STEP 5A: Attach your ball
finials.
ends of your rod using the

THREE QUARTER VIEW

No

Yes

FRONT VIEW

Continue w/
Ball Finial
instructions

THREE QUARTER VIEW

STEP 5: Assemble your rod.
Connect the two or more spliced
pieces of your rod by fully
inserting the side(s) with the
narrow extension(s) into the
side(s) without.

Do you still have
two brackets
remaining?

STEP 5C: Secure additional brackets.
[Requires a step ladder]: If you have
four drapery and wish to install these extra
support brackets you should install one halfway
between the left end of the rod and the center
bracket and then install the other halfway
between the center bracket and the right end of
the rod. Since the rod is already installed, you
can do this by simply measuring and placing
each bracket in the proper place, marking
and drilling the holes, and then screwing the
brackets in place. Divide the rings evenly on
each side of the additional support
brackets before installing them.

FRONT VIEW

THREE QUARTER VIEW

SIDE VIEW

SIDE VIEW

STEP 3: Drill your marked
holes. [Requires a step
ladder] Using the / '' drill bit,
drill each of the marked holes.

Continue w/

Curved or Right
Angle Return

STEP 5: Assemble your rod. Connect
the two or more spliced pieces of your rod
by fully inserting the side(s) with the narrow
extension(s) into the side(s) without, aligning
the screw holes and securing the pieces
with the provided splice screws.

THREE QUARTER VIEW

No

STEP 2: Mark your rod screw holes.
[Requires assistance and a step ladder]
You will need an assistant at the center to hold
the rod up against the wall in the proper position
so that the top and outside edges on each side match
up with the horizontal and vertical lines on each
piece of paper. Make sure the rod is level, and mark
the top and bottom screw holes of the return brackets
on both sides of the rod with a pencil. If there is any
doubt about the positioning, repeat this step until

STEP 3A: Use Anchors.
If you only hit drywall and not
studs, you’ll need to secure one
of the provided wall anchors
into the holes you drlled in the
previous step.

RIGHT SIDE OF WINDOW

STEP 2: Mark your bracket screw holes.
[Requires a step ladder] Align the brackets
against the wall so that the top of the brackets are
lined up with the horizontal line and the outer
side of the bracket is lined up with the vertical line.
Make sure the brackets are level, then mark
the screw holes on the wall with a pencil.

What style is
your rod?
Ball
Finial

Yes

FRONT VIEW

hole marks, set the rod down.

LEFT SIDE OF WINDOW

behind and tighten the bracket fully.

WANDS

(FINIAL DOUBLE
R O D S O N LY )

STEP 1: Find your rod mounting positions. [Requires a step ladder] To avoid marking up your
wall, tape some paper up on the wall in the general areas where the rod will be mounted. On each piece of paper,

STEP 1: Find your bracket mounting positions [Requires a step
ladder] To avoid marking up your wall, tape some paper up on the wall in the general
areas where the brackets will be mounted. On each piece of paper, mark the exact spots

STEP 4: Secure your center bracket.
[Requires a step ladder]Line the center bracket up
with the pre-drilled holes and screw into place using the
power drill and the provided mounting screws without

RINGS

END CAPS

( O N LY I N C L U D E D I F
REQUIRED, BOTTOM
B R A C K E T O N LY F O R
DOUBLE RODS)

No, My Primary Rod Is One Continuous Piece.

What style is
your rod?

STEP 1: Find your center bracket mouting position. [Requires a step ladder]: All rods longer than
six feet will always have at least one center bracket for support. To avoid marking up your wall, tape some paper up on
the wall in the general area where the center bracket will be mounted. Next mark the paper at the exact spot where the

DOUBLE
ROD
BRACKET

BALL FINIALS

HAMMER

NOTE: If you ordered Drapery and Sheers,
then you will have received a primary rod
(1” in diameter) for the drapery and a secondary
rod (¾” in diameter) for the sheers. This is called a
double rod. Follow the steps for your primary rod
first and, if you have a secondary rod,
you’ll be prompted to install it when appropriate.

Yes, My Primary Rod Is Spliced.

STEP 2: Mark your center bracket screw
holes. [Requires a step ladder]: Place the
center bracket against the wall, aligning the top of the
bracket with the horizontal line and the center of the
screw holes with the vertical line. Make sure it is
level and then mark the scew holes with a pencil.

( O N LY I N C L U D E D
IF REQUIRED)

Is Your Primary Drapery Rod Spliced In Two or More Pieces?

START
HERE

But remember, please do not attempt to
install any of our products unless you know
how to safely operate all of the necessary
tools required to do the job.

Yes

FINIAL/SPLICE
SCREWS

WALL
ANCHORS

Everhem drapery hardware and/or
window shades should always be installed
by a competent professional with a
good understanding of interior
walls and mounting hardware.

SINGLE
ROD
BRACKET

PLASTER

DRYWALL

window covering needs. We made this

SINGLE
ROD
BRACKET

BALL FINIAL RODS
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STEP D2: Insert your
secondary rod end caps.

STEP D3: Put your secondary
rod up. [Requires a step ladder]:
Rest your secondary rodacross the
back slots of each bracket.

STEP 1: Hang your drapes [Requires
a step ladder]: Hang the hooks in the
back of your drapery panels through the
eyelets on the bottoms of the rings on your
primary rod. For sheer panels, do the same
on the secondary rod.

!

WARNING

!

The hooks on the back of your
drapery panels are pinned into place.
The pin side of the hooks should never be
exposed. However, it is possible for them to
come loose or stick through the fabric.
The pin side is very sharp. Be mindful
when handling the hooks that you do not
stick yourself with a loose pin.

SIDE VIEW
SIDE VIEW

3/4 VIEW

SIDE VIEW

What style is
your rod?
Ball
Finial

STEP D2: Put your secondary
rod up -Part 1. [Requires a
step ladder] For curved or
right angle return double rods, your
primary rod will have sockets welded
onto the inside of the returns
designed to hold your secondary rod.
Slide one end of the secondary rod into
the open socket on the primary rod.

STEP D2A: Put your secondary
rod up - Part 2.* [Requires a
step ladder] Rest your secondary
rod along on the back slot(s) of any
previously installed brackets.
Also make sure to divide the rings
evenly among the sides of any brackets
so that your sheers can freely traverse
the the rod once installed. *If your rod
has no brackets you can skip this step.*

or
Curved or Right
Angle Return

STEP D3: Put your
secondary rod up - Part 3.
[Requires a step ladder]
Insert the other end of the
secondary rod into the closed
socket on the other side of the
primary rod.

BACK VIEW

STEP 2: Hang your wands [Requires
a step ladder]: Hang the provided wands
through the eyelets on the center most ring
for each panel. If you have a single panel
drapery, you can hang it on either the far
you to open and close the drapes without
having to touch the drapery fabric.

OVERHEAD SIDE VIEW

OVERHEAD SIDE VIEW

3/4 VIEW

BACK VIEW

Do you
have a
Curved
or Right
Angle
Return
primary
rod?
No

Yes

*STEP 3: Use your pegs. [Requires
a step ladder]Small pegs are welded
onto the left and right returns of
curved and right angle return rods.
Place the last ring on each side behind
the pegs to keep your drapery panels
stationary on the ends.*If your rod

FRONT VIEW

You’re
done!

